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It is this policy which Paton is

critic~ng

sensitively.

Rather than giving his own viewpoint on this issue directly, Paton
appeals to the reader's own conscience and gives examples of both sides
of the issue.

In the novel, Jacob van Vlaanderen and Sergeant Steyn rep-

resent the supporters of "apartheid" and refuse the concept of bringing
all white South Africans together in a common patriotism.

Opposition to

this policy was exhibited by Pieter, his mother, Tante Sophie, and
Captain ¥.assingham.

In literary terms, Jacob was the antagonist and

Pieter was the protagonist.

Paton persuades the reader to side with the

protagonists who .are against the ideal of a "pure race."

It is this ideal

of racial purity which classifies race-mixture as the ultimate sin that
causes Pieter's rebellion from his father's view leading him to his
tragic destruction.
Pieter's rebellion began in his childhood when his. father
treated his two-fold personality with harshness and suspicion.

This is

indicated in the first chapter as Tante Sophie recals a moment from
Pieter's childhood:
The boy was gentle and eager to please, tender to women and
children, even the bl ack children on the farm. He was always
reading books, but his father read only the One, and the newspapers. There were strange things in the boys mind that none
of us knew or understood."
Then Tante Sophie reflects Jacobs attitude toward his son:
My brother came back from the window with the heavy face
that forbade one to speak to him; one could not know if he
were proid or pleased or angry. For the truth was he had
fathered a strange son, who had all his father's will and
strength, and could outride and outshoot them all, yet,had
all the gentlemess of a girl, •• ,3
Further conflict betwe€n father and son arose in the question
of the duties of Patriotism.

At the beginning of World War II, Jacob saw

TOO LATE THE PHALAROPE

Alan Paton's novel, "Too Late the Phalarope," concentrates on
two related themes.

The primary theme is that of the struggle in the

soul of Fieter van Vlaanderen, the main character.

The underlying theme

shows the conflict between the three ethnic races which inhabit South
Africa.

Through the action of the plot and the interrelations of the

characters, Paton reveals the political events and social attitudes contemporary to the time in which the book was written.

The tone and the

style of the novel indicated to the reader through the dialogue of the
narrator, Tante Sophie, reflect the impartial view which the author has
of

~he

social situation in his native country.

Paton has written a
•

o·

novel which may be likened to a Greek tragedy in the modern sense. The
flaw of this modern tragic hero, Fieter van Vlaandaren, is his rebellion
from his father which causes his ultimate destruction.
To understand the themes of "Too Late the Phalarope" we must
first understand that South Africa is comprised of three ethnic factions
each having a conflicting sense of nationalism and pride.

First, there

are the whites of English descent known as "South Africans."
there are those of Dutch descent who are termed "Africaners."

Secondly,
And finally,

there are the native Africans who comprise the majbrity of the population. I
An event in 1952 was critical to the development of Paton's
underlying theme in "Too Late the Phalarope."

In that year the new

Nationalist government in South Africa began a policy known as "apartheid."
The policy denied native Africans the right to have a permanent residence
in any town and was fUrthermore discriminatory because it'separated the
Dative Africans from the White minority which ruled the parliament. ~

the war as an English war in which any loyal Africaner should not participaite.
~ter

Contrastingly. Pleter took

~'the

red oath" and went to war.

this incident. his father would not even mention his name.
Another contemporary event which Paton places into the plot is

linked to the ideal of racial purity and the concept that no
could ever touch a black woman.

w~te

man

The story of "the man Smith" in "Too

La te the Phalarope" was the account of an actual

~se

where a white

farmer muxdered his black servant girl for fear that his illicit sexual
Smith was sentenced under Act 5

relations with her might become known.

of 1927. the very same law which Pleter ,was later to be convicted.
The title. "Too Late the Phalarope." is significant for two
reasons.

It is another example of the author placing contemporary events

into the theme of the novel, and it clues the reader to the end of the
conflict between father and son; the conflict that is resolved "Too Late"
to save Pleter from his own destruction.
The title is derived from a book which Pleter gave to his
father for his birthday.

The book was called "The Birds of South Africa"

and was written in the same year that Paton wrote "Too Late the Ihalarope."
IDus. it has a contemporary property.

The conflict between father and

son was partially resolved as Jacob. familiar with the habits of the
Pnalarope. took Pleter to a picnic on the Kloof to show him that the
bird was indeed a South African bird.

The hostili t ies between the two

were unfortunately resolved only after Pleter had committed the ultimate
crime of rebellion by seducing the black girl named Stephanie.
Paton sets the tone of the novel in the omnicient narrator.
!ante Sophie. who sees the struggle between Jacob and Pleter with
compassion.

Paton reveals his personal opinions through the dialogue

r

of the narrator.

Tante Sophie's ability to be omnicient because she

was separated from normal life is similar to Paton's omnicient views
as he has lived all of his life in .South Africa and is familiar with
its differing social attitudes.
The tragedy of Peter van Vlaanderen is the climax of the novel.
Pieter's rebellion against his fathers beliefs lead him to the ultimate
sin which would spite his father.

The reconciliaion between Pleter and

his father occurred only after this sin was committed.

Pleter was in

fact the causa of his own destruction.
Paton captivated the interest of the reader by
religious aspect into the , novel.

in~oducing

a

In several instances, Jacob and Sophie

quote passages which are pertinent, to Paton's theme of "racial purity."
For example, afte:r

.J~cob

learns that Pieter has sinned against the race

by seducing Stephanie, he uses the Bible to give the reader an account
of his feelings, "When he shall be judged, let him be condemned; and let
his prayer become sin."
"Too Late the pUalarope" is a tragic

nov~iI.

which gives the

reader a social commentary on the political events and social attitudes
in South Africa in the 1950's.

Paton!s. use of comparison and persuasion

allow the reader to see the complexity of the situation in South Africa

